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was a landscape not altogether unlike his own. In the form of its villages, in the assemblage of its crops, in the undulations of its soil, certain resemblances might have touched him. Perhaps he was annoyed to find reminders of something dear to him in views which he regarded as second-rate.
He looked at his bag, which was on the rack opposite him, bursting in all directions. It was a poor man's bag : beige linen on a cardboard framework, with poor leather strengthening the corners, and awkward handles, stupidly far apart.
" After all," he said, almost merrily, " I am a poor man; and a peasant in my poverty. Why should my bag deny it?"
Apart from all his other reasons for being excited, Jer-phanion had had no sleep worth mentioning. Last night, at Saint-fitienne, he had not had the strength of mind to go to bed early. He had gone to a cafe. He had wandered about the streets. He had breathed in the shadows in the Pkce de la Republique as though they belonged to a famous city. The chill of the mountains, a light mist, had fallen. The streets were empty.
When he went back to his hotel, about midnight, he had kin down on a bed made doleful by commercial travellers. He had not succeeded in falling asleep. He had not even tried. He watched innumerable thoughts defiling before him. It seemed to him that, during those few hours, all the questions in life, everything in the universe, all the probabilities of the future, sent him delegations pell-mell. He made no attempt to think. He was like a passer-by who had stopped on the principal bridge of an immense city. The crowd flowed past him.
At five o'clock he got up. He felt the keenest kind of sprightliness. As he was usually a heavy sleeper, his head was buzzing a little from lack of sleep, and there was a slight sense of pressure at the back of his eyes, But his Extraordinary clarity of mind pleased him so much, gave him such a feeling of strength, of resourcefulness, that he

